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Chapter 1

Introduction

Gallium Nitride has received tremendous attention ever since the first High-Electron-Mobility

Transistor (HEMT) was demonstrated in 1993 [1]. Since then many advancements and device

scaling have been reported securing an irreplaceable status for GaN based devices in the high

power electronic device applications. What is important and interesting in an AIGaN/GaN HEMT is

the formation of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the interface of an AIGaN/GaN

heterostructure which causes high electron mobility and camier density of lx1013 cm-2 due to its

piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization phenomenon. Further, these devices offer high

saturation velocity, high speed and large current operation. The high breakdown field of GaN (Ec -

3 MV/cm) which is approximately three times greater than Si or GaAs makes promising candidate

for high power device applications.

For power semiconductor switching applications, high breakdown voltage and lower specific

ON-resistance (RoN) are essential to minimize the power loss. AIGaN/GaN HEMTs are an excellent

choice as they have high sheet carrier density and higher critical breakdown field. In order to

achieve a high breakdown, there are many approaches reported namely field plate at gate, large

gate-drain length (Lsd), C-doped buffer, Fe-doped buffer
and Si substrate removal. These

approaches have their own demerits namely, the field plate and substrate removal methods

complicate the device process, C and Fe doping in the buffer creates deep levels and large Lsd

causes large RoN. Therefore our approach is based on growing a GaN with less dislocations by

growing thick buffers between Si and GaN channel. This article deals with the growth of thick GaN

on Si, breakdown mechanism and the challenges before GaN on Si.
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1.1. MOCVD growth for GaN

Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) is the most commonly used teclmique for

the growth of GaN based devices. The growth quality and device characteristics obtained by

MOCVD have superior performances than the GaN grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). For

example, the dislocation density (Ndis)Of GaN grown by MOCVD is lower (of the order of lx109

cm-2) compared to GaN grown by MBE which is of the order of 5x109 cm-2. The lower growth

temperatures used in the MBE process might be the reason for high dislocation density. This leads

to the fact that mobilities in MBE grown GaN are generally lower than those in MOCVD grown

GaN [2].Optical devices such as light-emitting diodes and laser diodes can work with such a high

dislocation density, but electronic devices especially for power device applications, such high

density of dislocations hamper the device performance. Therefore it is necessary to grow high

quality GaN with reduced dislocations and imperfections using MOCVD.

I.2. Substrates for GaN devices

The substrates that are widely used for the grodh of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs are Sic, sapphire

and silicon. Inspite of the large mismatch in the lattice and thermal expansion co-efrlCient, Si is

undoubtedly the substrate of choice as it favours large scale production at a reduced cost. Until now,

only Si offers a large size (6-inches diameter) wafer growth. The table 1 given below lists the

characteristics of using the Si substrate compared to Sic and sapphire for the grodh of GaN.

Over the past several years, our group was involved optimizing the growth of AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs on Si substrate. It was our group which first speculated the location of breakdown for

AIGaN/GaN HEMTs grown on Si. In 2005 Arulkumaran et. al., reported that GaN/AIN/Si junction

is weaker than the AIGaN/GaN junctioncausing a low breakdown [3]. Since then, improving the

quality of buffer and strengthening the AIN/Si junctionhave become the priorities of our research.
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Table: 1 Substrates commonly used for the growth of GaN and the comparison of their

properties.

Substrate characteristics 6H-Sic c-sapphire Si (111)

Lattice mismatch to GaN [%]

Thermal expansion [10-6K-l]

(GaN : a-5.5)

Thermal conductivity [W/cm.K] 4.9

Cost her 3 inch) US$ 2500

Size [inch] 2 - 3

16.1

a: 7.5

c: 8.5

0.3-0.5

US$ 800

2-4

1.5

US$ 50

3-6

All the HEMT device structures mentioned in this report were grown by Taiyo Nippon

sanso (sR4000) horizontal MOCVD reactor using 4-inches p-Si (111) substrate. The resistivity of

the p-Si substrate is 1 - 3 E2.cm. Trimethylgalliun (TMG), trimethyla1uminium (TMA) and

Ammonia PH3) Were used as Ga, Al and N sources respectively for the MOCVD growth.

I.3 Outline of the Report

This report is organized into 4 chapters. This Chapter-1 outlines the introduction for GaN

devices and its growth on various substrates. Chapter-2 summarizes the experimental results out of

using thin gate dielectrics at the Schottky gate terminal of the High Electron Mobility Transistors

(HEMTs). The different thin gate dielectrics namely oxidized Al [4-6],MOCVD grown AIN were

used and its device characteristics are discussed. Chapter-3 discusses the approach adapted to

increase the breakdown of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs. By growing thick epi-layers of AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs, the breakdown were improved and various leakage currents affecting the breakdown were

discussed [7-8]. Chapter-4 describes the existing challenges before GaN on Si [9-10].The

appearance of deep-pits on the growth completed wafer poses a major challenge for the MOCVD
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grodh on Si [9-10].Deep-pits of various densities are used for the HEMT device process and the

characteristics are studied by electrical and optical measurements. The summary of the results are

listed in Chapter-5.
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Chapter 2

Thin gate insulators for AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on Si

In this chapter, AIGaN/GaN HEMTs with different gate dielectrics were discussed along

with their device performance. The thin insulators experimented in this chapter are thin Al which

oxidizes into thin aluminum oxide and MOCVD grown AIN.

2.I. Thin 3 nm Al at the Schottky

There is a need to enhance the drain current density and output power of AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs for making it attractive for high power
device applications. Background doping, 8-doping,

increasing the barrier height are common methods to increase the electron concentration at the

2DEG chaJmel. It is our objective
to iJnc,ease the drain cu,,enl density by adding 3 r- Al prior to

gate metal deposition. Recently Nanjo et al.[4]
have studied the effect of 3 nm e-beam evaporated

Al layer prior to the gate Pi/Au) metal on AIGaN/GaN HEMTs. In this letter, the effect of 3 nm Al

layer in the gate metal of the HEMT (Al-gated HEMTs) was studied and reported. As e-beam Al

evaporation is not recommended, [5] in the current study we used filament heating method to

evaporate Al under high vacuum conditions. The dc, capacitance-voltage (CV) and breakdown

voltage (BV) characteristics of the A1-gated HEMTs in comparison with Pd-gated HEMTs are

presented with necessary explanation.

The AIGaN/GaN HEMTs were grown on 4 inch p-Si (111) substrate by metal organic
1

chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) system using Taiyo Nippon Sanso SR-4000. The HEMT

structure growth and electrical parameters were published earlier [7,8].The device process started

with mesa isolation by BCl3 Plasma based reactive ion etching (RIE) [9]and passivated with SiO2

deposited by electron beam evaporation with substrate temperature at 150 oC. 0lmic contacts were

pattemed with Ti/AIMi/Au (20/72/12/40 rm) metals followed by lamp annealing at 850 oC for 30 s
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in N2 ambient. Gate metals A1/Pd/Ti/Au (3/40/20/60 nm)
were formed using conventional

photolithography. All the metals except Al were deposited by electron beam evaporation method

whereas Al was evaporated by filament heating teclmique. For comparison, a separate HEMT was

fabricated without Al metal and will be referred to as Pd-gated HEMTs. The dimensions of the

fabricated HEMTs are: source-drain spacing (Lsd)- 10 pm; gate width (Wg)
- 15 pm; gate length

(Lg) - 2.0 pm and source-gate spacing (Lsg)- 3.0 pm. C-Vmeasurements were carried out at lMHz

using HP4845 LCR meter. The dc IDS-VDS and BVcharacteristics on the 15pm and 200 pm device

dimensions respectively were studied using Agilent 4 156c semiconductor parameter analyzer.

Figure 2.1(a) shows good pinch-off I-V characteristics for the HEMTs over a drain bias

(VDS) Of 0 to 20 V with an increase in the IDSmax for Al-gated HEMTs. A maximum drain current

density (IDmax) Of 616, 730 mA/mm and peak transconductance (gm
max)

of 173 and 151 mS/mm

were observed for the Pd-gated and Al-gated HEMTs respectively. Any increase in IDS is expected

when the 3 nm Al metal forms a defect free contact with AIGaN cap layer depriving or minimizing

the interface states in the region. Threshold voltages (V,h-IV)from I-V measurements were
-2.5 and

-3.
1 V for Pd-gated and A1-gated HEMTs respectively.
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Fig. 2.I. (a) DC-IV measurements for Wg - l5pm HEMTs; (b): IDS, gm for the Pd-gated and AI-Sated

HEMTs; (c):Pulse current normalized to the dc current (Idc-DS)at Zero gate bias vs the gate voltage (VG-hse)

normali2:ed to threshold voltage.

Due to the increase of Schottky-gate channel separation, decrease of gm max and negative

V(h Shift has been observed for Al-gated HEMTs. Moreover, the increase of barrier thickness leads
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to the increase of sheet carrier concentration due to strengthened polarization effect [10]. Similar

increase of sheet carrier density and a subsequent enhancement of IDS max Was also observed by

Kordos et al., [11]by depositing 12 nm SiO2. If the 3 rm Al deposited forms an oxide layer as

observed
by Nanjo et al., [4] then the decrease of gm is inevitable due to increase in the

Schottky-charmel gap [12].The increase of 2DEG carrier density and negative shift of threshold

voltage for Al-gated HEMTs were also confirmed by C-V measurements.

To study the effect of Al metal over

current collapse phenomenon, pulsed I-V

measurements were carried by applying a

pulsed bias of 1 ps duration with 50% duty

cycle [13].The amplitude of the pulsed
'bias

swept from 0 V to VG-base Which is less than

the threshold voltage (Vth).For comparison, a

plot of pulse current normalized to the dc

1x100

1x10-1

1x10-2
pT

E lx10J

3 1x10J
E

=g,1x10J

current at Vg - OV versus the gate voltage (VG-base)

normalized to the threshold voltage is shown in Fig

-30 -20 -1
0 0

Vg. (V)

Fig. 2.2. Two terminal gate leakage I-V

measurements of Pd-gated and AI-Sated HEMTs

(Wg - 200 pm); Inset: Three terminal ON-state

and OFF state BVgd Characteristics.

1(c). It is found that the Al-gated HEMTs does not show any additional current collapse over

Pd-gated HEMTs. Two terminal gate leakage current measurements carried on the 200 pm HEMTs

as in Fig.2 shows that the Pd-gated HEMTs have less gate leakage than Al-gated HEMTs. Because

of low leakage current, higher OFF-state breakdown voltage of Pd-gated HEMTs were exhibited

[8].The Al-gated HEMTs found to have higher ON-state breakdown voltage when compared to

Pd-gated HEMTs [insetof Fig. 2.2].This proves that the BV characteristics of the devices were not

degraded due to the presence of Al in the gate metal.

The presence of Al layer in the gate metal shows a difference in the capacitance measured

-
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at zero bias. Further the carrier concentration vs depth profile [Fig. 2.3] illustrates that 2DEG

chaJmel is formed at 2l and 25 r- for HEMTs without and with 3 r- Al respectively. Therefore

we conflrm that the depth of the 2DEG charmel is shifted additionally by 4 rm for Al-gated HEMTs.

This makes it clear that 3 r- Al deposited does not become part of the gate metal composition, but

oxidized resulting in the increase of 2DEG

depth from the virtual gate metal Pd/Ti/Au.

Using the capacitance value at zero bias

[Insetof Fig. 2.3],theoretically [14,15].the

thickness of the oxide layer was calculated

to be 3.75 rm which is close to the actual

thickness (3 nm) of the A1 layer deposited

and also the variation of the 2DEG position
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Fig. 2.3. 2DEG carrier concentration vs depth

from C-V(4 rm). The threshold voltage measured profile; Inset: C-Vmeasurements of the HEMTs.

from CV (Vth{V) also conflrmS a Shift for A1-gated HEMTs (Table 1.) due to increased

Schottky-chaJmel
separation. Similar results have been observed for SiO2/AIGaN/GaN

MOS-HEMTs [14].

Considering the fact that Al was deposited under ultrahigh vacuum conditions, the source

of oxygen for the formation of Al-0 is questionable. As Al is highly reactive to oxygen, large

number of oxygen atoms that are present in the AIGaN cap layer [16].forms Al-0 when it comes in

contact with a thin 3 rm Al layer in the gate. It is these oxide interface states present in the AIGaN

cap layer that initiates the formation of Al-0 between the gate and the AIGaN. Similar A1-0

formation at the interface has been found in the literature [4,17]. Therefore at this UHV condition,

the out difnlSion of oxygen atoms from the bulk AIGaN layer was the possible cause for oxide

formation in the gate area depriving the defect states with increased Schottky-chaJmel separation.

-
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Table I. Device parameters of SiO2 PaSSivated Pd-Sated and Al-Sated AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on

4 inch Silicon

Parameters Pd-Sated HEMT Al-Sated HEMT

IDSmaD' (mjUmm).

gm miH (mS/mm)

ND2DEG ( X 1020 cm-3)

Depth of 2DEG (nm)

VTth-IV(V)

Vth_CV (V)

BV:ON (V) Wg=200 pm

BV:OFF (V) Wg -200 pm

The chemical composition of the deposited gate

metal layers were analyzed by studying the depth

profile of AES to confirm the presence of A1-0.

The intensity peaks for the gate metals namely Au,

Ti and Pd were observed as shown in Fig. 2.4.

Oxygen peaks were observed around 1600 s for

A1-gated HEMTs, and the same was absent for the

Pd-gated HEMTs [Fig. 2.4(a)].For A1-gated

HEMTs, the designated peaks for Al were partially
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Fig. 2.4. AES depth prorIIe over lpm gate area for

(a) Pd-Sated HEMTs and (b) Al-gated HEMTs.

observed in the same region as that of oxide and becomes signiflCant after 1700 s which is due to

the 26% Al composition in the AIGaN cap layer. This confirms that the 3 nm Al layer has partially

transformed into a thin oxide layer between the Pd gate and the AIGaN cap layer. Further the oxide

layer was identifled to be Al203 by recording the XPS spectra. A designated XPS peak (spectrum

not shown) at 74.6 eV confirms [18].the oxide as Al203 at the Schottky.
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2.2. Plasma Oxidi2:ed Al as gate dielectric

The presence of an insulator or oxide layer at the gate dielectric permits the application of

high positive gate voltages to further increase the sheet electron density in the 2DEG charme1 and

thus Yielding maximum device current. In the past, different insulators like SiO2, SiNx, SiON, TiO2,

HfO2 etC Were Studied for application as a gate dielectric in the designing ofMISFET, MOSFET etc.

Among these insulators, SiO2 has been widely used as a gate dielectric and for passivating GaN

based devices. Though SiO2 does not have an immediate rival for replacement in near future, SiO2

has serious limitations in controlling the gate leakage and current collapse. Scaling of gate oxide

insulating materials is facing a critical fundamental limit in the case of SiO2 aS tunneling and gate

leakage phenomena causing circuit failures and device degradation. Therefore alternate insulating

materials like AIN [19],Al203 aS gate dielectrics for GaN based devices are an important
subjectof

investigation.

There is a wide application ofultrathin Al203 aS a gate dielectric [15,20-23] and for device

passivation [24]. Due to its high dielectric constant (c
-

9), Al203 is a highly desirable gate

dielectric with a high band gap (around 9
eV).

Further A1203 has high breakdown field (5-10

MV/cm), high thermal stability(up to 1000oC) and remains stable under typical processing

conditions [25].A good quality of a-Alumina (Al203) has a combination of interesting properties

such as great hardness, high wear resistance and chemical inertness [26].This promotes the

application of A1203 aS an excellent passivation material as well as a gate dielectric for GaN based

MOS devices. Different techniques are possible for the growth of good quality Al203. Of these, a

simple method to obtain Al203 is by evaporating a thin aluminum metal followed by plasma

oxidation [27].Kuiper et al., [28]have reported the formation of Al203 by plasma oxidizing a thin

Al layer. A more detailed analysis of AIGaN/GaN MOSHFETs using 4 nm Al203 aS gate dielectric

was done by Kordos et al., [29,30].
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In the previous section (2.1)it was described [31] that presence ofa thin Al layer between

the Schottky gate metal and AIGaN bamier, removes oxide interface states at AlGaN to form an

aluminum based oxide (A10). This un-intentionally
formed AlO on top of AlGaN layer motivated

us to try for an intentionally oxidized Al layer by 02 Plasma. Further our interest is to explore a

simple method of forming an aluminum oxide (Al203) at the Schottky contact as an effective gate

dielectric. Hence this report analyses the HEMT device characteristics of three different treatments

at the schottky gate terminal namely (i) a regular Schottky contact of Pdrri/Au, (ii) 3rm

Alndrri/Au and (iii)3nm Al/02 Plasma oxidation / Pdrri/Au.

The AIGaN/GaN HEMT structures were grown on 4 in. semi insulating Si (11 l) substrate

using Taiyo Nippon Sanso SR-4000 metal-orgamic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) horizontal

grodh chamber. The Aluminum concentration
for 20 nm AIGaN barrier layer was fixed at 26%.

van der Pauw Hall measurements on the sample yielded a hall mobility of 1576 cm2Ns, sheet

resistance of 356 E2/square and sheet carrier concentration of 1.2 x 1013 cm-2. Inclusion of a thin

1rm AIN spacer layer causes an increase in the hall mobility as itshields the electrons in the 2DEG

channel from alloy and interface scattering.

The device process started with a mesa isolation by BCl3 Plasma based reactive ion etching,

followed by 100 rm electron beam evaporated SiO2 aS PaSSivation layer. Using conventional

lithography source/drain Olmic contacts (Ti/AIMi/Au : 15/72/12/40 r-) were made on to the

devices and amealed at 850oC for 30 seconds while flowing Nitrogen gas. ARer the gate

lithography, the 100rm SiO2 in the gate opening was wet-etched; further cleaned with 1 min HCl

and the process continued with three different treatments at the gate opening as listed below:

(i) Making a final metal contact of Pdrri/Au (HEMTs) -

a conventional method of making a

Schottky gate contact

(ii) 3rm deposition of Al under high vacuum, continued with gate metal deposition ofPdrri/Au
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(Al-based MOS-HEMTs). Here the samples_were not exposed to atmosphere as the metals

namely Alnd/Ti/Au (3/40/20/60 rm) were evaporated continuously. These devices are

named Al-based MOS-HEMTs.

(iii) 3 rm deposition of Al under high vacuum at an

evaporation rate of 0.05 A/see. After the Al

evaporation, the samples were quickly

transferred to plasma oxidation chamber for 02

plasma oxidation (lO watt power/3 Pa for 5

minutes). After the
_Plasma

treatment, samples

were cleaned with HCl (1 min)
before retuming

to the metallization chamber for gate metal

evaporation. These devices are named as plasma

treated MOS-HEMTs.

I)ifrcreTII treatments at the Schottky Gate (G)

(a) (b) (c)

PdrTi:Au 3nmAL:Pd'Ti,Au 3nmAI.plasma

iflEMT] LAI-based ox idation/Pd!./Ti/'Au

MOS-I IEMT] I-Plasmatreated

Fig. 2.5. SiO2 PaSSivated AlGaN/GaN HEMT

strtJCtUreS With different treatments at the

Schottky contact.

For all the above samples, before metal deposition they are cleaned with HCl for 1 min and

rinsed with de-ionized water to have a defect free surface. In the above process, the deposition 6f

Aluminum under very high vacuum is necessary in order to suppress the gate leakage. Therefore

the Al was evaporated at the chamber pressure of 8x1 0-5 pa. The device characteristics of Al based

MOS-HEMTs and the plasma treated MOS-HEMTs are compared to conventional HEMTs. (Table

I).For an easy understanding and comparison, the processed devices are better identified in figure

2.5.

The dimensions of the fabricated HEMTs are as follows: source-drain spacing (Lsd)
- 8 p,

gate width (Wg)
- 15 FLm, gate length (Lg) - 1.5 FLm, and source-gate spacing (Lsg)

- 3.0 FLm.

Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were carried out at 1 MHz using HP4845 LCR meter.

The static IDS-VDS meaSurementS Were measured using Agilent 4156c semiconductor parameter
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anal yzer.

Figure 2.6 shows the polarized 102I

2DEG density of electrons forming an

electron channel respectively at 19, 23 and

24 rLm for HEMTs, Al based MOS-HEMTs

and plasma treated MOS-HEMTs. The

depth of 19 nm was observed for HEMTs

in the absence of any oxide or insulating

layer between Schottky contact and AIGaN.

But the Schottky contact
- 2DEG channel

-T 10l')
-E

O

TJOl8
LL3

C3

2:?lOl7

20 40 60 80 I～

Depth (nm)

Fig. 2.6. 2DEG depth profile of the fabricated HEMT,

MOS-HEMTs from C-V measurements.

separation is increased for Al based and plasma treated MOS-HEMTs. This means there is an

additional increase in the barrier layer due to the presence of an insulating oxide layer. The out

difhsion of oxide inter-states present at the AIGaN cap

layer into 3 nm Al layer facilitates the formation of AlO

or Al203[16]. In the previous section we confirmed the

presence of an aluminum based oxide at the Schottky for

Al-gated HEMTs [31] by Auger Electron Spectrum. The

oxide layer was identified as Al203 by recording the x-ray

photoelectron spectrum (XPS) shown in flgure 2.7 with a

peak at
_74.6

eV assigned for Al203 [32].This formation

of an oxide insulating layer at the Schottky contact
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Fig. 2.7. XtV Al2p spectra for plasma

oxidized AI at the Schottkv contact.

increases the 2DEG channel depth to 23-24 nm for the MOS-HEMTs.

To study the interface quality of this newly formed oxide and semiconductor

(A1203/AIGaN interface),high frequency (1 MHz) C-V measurements were performed on the
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MOS-HEMTs. Capacitance was measured by continuously sweeping the voltage (+4 V to
-6V

to +4

V) as shown in Fig. 2.8. The hysteresis was not observed for Al-based MOS-HEMT, signifying a

low interface defect states between Al203 and AIGaN. On the contrary a considerable hysteresis

voltage (Vhys - 0.2 V) was observed for MOS-HEMTs with plasma oxidized Aluminum at the

Schottky contact. From this we observe that Al203 formation by natural difhsion of oxide states at

the AIGaN into 3 nm Al forms a good interface

compared to plasma treated Aluminum.

Therefore the 2DEG carrier concentration is

maximum for Al based MOS-HEMTs (2.4 x

1020
cm-3) and a decrease is observed for

plasma treated MOS-HEMTs (0.9 x 1020
cm-3)

which is probably due to plasma damage

causing an increased defective states at the

A1203/AIGaN interface.

JT

h
1

～

O
O
C
cC

-
*

IIIII

U
cd
O,.

cd

U

-4 -2
0 2 4

Voltage (V)

Fig. 2.8. C-Vcharacteristics measured at 1 MHz for

Schottky, Al-based and PIasma treated MOS diodes.

With the formation of the 2DEG chaJmel at a depth of 23-24 rm from the gate for the

MOS-HEMTs, the AIGaN and oxide layers are considered to contribute two capacitance's

connected in series. Therefore the total capacitance is given by the equation [33],

1 1 1

CMOSHEMT Cow CHEW (1)

Here the oxide capacitance C.x is inversely proportional to its thickness d.x, hence with increasing

oxide thickness layer the oxide capacitance decreases as per equation
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cogoxA
X

-

(2)

where the dielectric constant of the oxide (Al203) C.x
- 9 and c. is the vacuum permittivity. A

Schottky diode of radius 150 pm is available at the same HEMT mask. Using C-V measurements

on the MOS diode of area 7.07x104 cm-2, the zero bias capacitance are respectively 299 pF and 249

pF for Pd-contact Schottky diodes and Al-based MOS diodes. Thus the thickness of the oxide layer

formed was calculated using the above equation as 3.8 rm which is close to the total depth of the

2DEG chaJmel observed experimentally for Al-based MOS-HEMTs (23 nm).
Similarly, the

thickness of the 02 Plasma oxidized Al layer was calculated to be 4.6 r-, forming the 2DEG

channel at a depth of 24 rm for plasma treated MOS-HEMTs.

Table II. Device characteristics of the HEMTs, AI-based MOS-HEMTs, and plaSna treated

MOS-HEMTs.

Device parameters HEMT Al-based Plasma treated

MOS-HEMTs MOS-HEMTs

nsc_v (x 1013cm-2)

F4..nsc_v (X1016v-ls-I)

2DEG depth (rm)

Nd_2DEG (1020cm-3)

IDSm&x for

VG-+2.5 V (mA/mm)

gm m&.I (mS/mm)

Rs (ELmm)

Vth from I-V(v)

Igle&k (mjUmm) @ -40V

Forward ON voltage VoN

2.0

3.2

19

1.3x1020

714

5.2

8.2

23

2.4x1020

900

1.1

1.7

24

o.9x1020

540

(1086for Vg-+3.5V) (662for Vg-+3.5V)
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The static IDS-VDS Characteristics of the HEMTs and MOS-HEMTs are shown in Figure.

2.10. The HEMTs show proper operation as a FET for VG uP tO +1.5 V, but significant gate leakage

current observed for VG higher than +2.5 V as shown in figure 2.9(a).On the other hand Al based

and plasma treated MOS-HEMTs have an IDS-VDS Curve free from gate leakage for gate bias as high

as +3.5 V. Though there is an increase in the IDS-max for Al based MOS-HEMTs, the drain current

density decreases for plasma treated MOS-HEMTs which is due to the plasma damage. The

maximum drain current density obtained for the plasma treated MOS-HEMTs are low in
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Fig. 2.9. Static IDS- VDS Characteristics of HEMT, MOS-HEMTs with device dimensions Wg/Lg - l5/I.5FLm.

accordance with the product value of FLH.nsC-V Where nsc-v is the integrated carrier concentration

from C-V measured 2DEG profile. Further a comparatively high source resistance of 3.9 E2.mm for

plasma treated MOS-HEMTs is an indication that the plasma damage hampers the mobility of

charge carriers in the cap layer.

Here we observe that insertion of thin oxidized Al has brought a significant improvement

in applying a high gate voltage (+3.5 V) for a good IDS-VDS Characteristics without gate leakage.

Further aluminum based oxide effectively increases the gate voltage operation needed for transistor

operation at high gate voltage. The fabricated devices were tested for drain current collapse (results
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not shown) and we found a reduction in the drain

current collapse because of the 02 Plasma

oxidized Al layer for MOS,HEMTs. A

homogeneous and good quality of Al203 aS an

insulating layer at the Schottky contact is needed

to completely eliminate drain current dispersion.

The transconductance measured on these

HEMTs are shown in figure 2.10. The Al based

MOS-HEMTs have a high transconductance

250

20

,.

E150
i

m

51W
bc=

50

0

-4 -3 -2 -1
0 I 2 3

VGS (V)

Fig. 2.lO. Transconductance @m) measurements

for the HEMT, MOS-HEMTs.

maximum (gm-mad of 209 mS/mm. The HEMTs and plasma treated MOS-HEMTs have an identical

gm-max around 150 mS/mm. The HEMTs and the Al-based MOS-HEMTs have device threshold

voltage -2.4 and -2.6V respectively. A small negative shiR in the threshold voltage for Al-based

MOS-HEMTs with respect to HEMTs is due to increase in the Schottky contact
-

chaJmel

separation. However, the plasma treated MOS-HEMTs have a positive shift in the threshold voltage

I.
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Fig. 2.1l. (a) two terminal gate leakage me&surements and (b) forward I-Vchamcteristics.
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in spite of an increase in the Schottky contact - 2DEG channel separation. This is because of a

decrease in the polarized 2DEG channel concentration caused by the damage during plasma

oxidation.

Two terminal gate leakage currents were measured between the gate and drain terminals of

the HEMTs and MOS-HEMTs (Wg-15 p). Figure 2.ll (a) shows the gate leakage observed for Al

based MOS-HEMTs and plasma treated MOS-HEMTs are an order less than conventional HEMTs.

The chamber pressure during the deposition of Al is very important with regard to suppressing the

gate leakage. Depositing Al at high vacuum is necessary to reduce the gate leakage. Kotani et al.

[34]h.ave reported a thin Aluminum layer deposition followed by 02 Plasma yielded (Al turned into

A1203) two Orders of magnitude reduction in the gate leakage. Suppressing the gate leakage is very

important to attain a high breakdown in the devices. Further there is an increase in the forward ON

voltage (VoN) for the MOS-HEMTs as can be seen in figure 2.ll (b) confirming the presence of Al

based oxide dielectric at the Schottky contact.

2.3. MOCVI) grown AIN cat}Ded MIS-HEMTs

In the previous two sections, the gate dielectrics used were ex-situ grown. In this section

gate
insulator using in-situ grown AIN and its device characteristics are described. Aluminum

Nitride (AIN) with a large band gap of 6.2 eV and reduced mismatch to GaN is suitable for the

application as gate insulator and passivation for AIGaN/GaN high-electron-mobility Transistors

(HEMTs) [35]. AIN passivation reduces the surface states which are responsible for the current

collapse under large signal RF modulation. The AIN/AIGaN metal-insulator-semiconductor FETs

(MISFET) offers the possibility of utilizing devices with a very wide band gap material under the

gate thus yielding a reduced gate leakage and high breakdown. Further AIN based MISFETs would

be preferred for high-temperatureoperations, because an additional insulator could provide higher
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potential barrier between the Schottky and the channel, which suppresses the thermionic emission,

turmeling at high temperature and keeps the gate voltage swing reasonably large for proper

operation. In literature MISFETs using AIN cap layer over AIGaN/GaN on sapphire are widely

reported [36-38] as the lattice mismatch of the AIN growth on sapphire is less. On the other hand

the AIN based MISFETs on silicon are very difficult to achieve due to increased lattice mismatch

between AIN and silicon. For reduced mismatch and good morphology of AIN on silicon,

metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) teclmique could be utilized with properly

controlled growth mechanism in an oxygen-free enviror-ent. AIN based

metal-insulator-semiconductor high-electron-mobility transistor (MIS-HEMT) on 4 in. silicon and

its device characteristics are discussed here.

The MIS-HEMT structure shown in Fig. 2.12 was

grown using Taiyo Nippon Sanso, SR 4000 horizontal

metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) set

up. The morphology of the MOCVD grown AIN films

were investigated by x-ray diffraction (resultsnot shown),

atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electrical resistivity

by Van der Pauw Hall-effect measurements. To compare

the device characteristics, a separate structure was grown

without the 2nm i-AIN cap layer and subjected
to HEMT

Fig. 2.12. Schematic diagram of the 100

nm SiO2 PaSSivated AIN/AIGaN/GaN

MIS-HEMT.

device processing simultaneously. The devices were passivated with 100 r- SiO2 followed by

source, drain and gate contacts pattemed using lithography. The dimensions of the fabricated

HEMTs / MIS-HEMTs are: source-drain spacing (Lsd)
- 8 pm; gate width (Wg)

- 15 pm; gate

length (Lg)
- 2.0 Ltm and source-gate spacing (Lsg)

- 3.0 pm.
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Table III. Device paratneters of SiO2 passivated AIGaN/GaN HEMTs and AIN/AIGaN/GaN

MISHEMTs on 4 in. Si.

Device parameters HEMT MIS-HEMT

RMS rOuglmeSS (nm)

P- V (rm)

R (E2.mm) TLM

tls(X1013 cm-2)

2DEG Mobility (cm2Ns) @300 K

Rsh (E2/ D) Hall effect

ND2DEG ( X 1020 cm-3)
Depth of2DEG (rm)

lps max (mA/mm)

gm max (mS/mm)

Vtb-TV (V)

I(th{V (V)

Ill.&k(mA/mm) @ Vg- - 40 V

BV (volt)

VoN
E..y,,d (Volt)

The dc IDS-VDS, Current COllapse measurements using Agilent 4156c semiconductor

parameter analyzer, and breakdown (B V) characteristics using Sony-Tektronix 370A were studied.

Capacitance-Voltage (C-Tl measurements were camied out at lMHz using HP4845 LCR meter. The

measured device parameters from these experiments are listed in Table III for HEMTs and

MIS-HEMTs.

The AFM micrograph for AIN/AIGaN/GaN heterostructure on silicon (figure not shown)

has increased surface rouglmess probably due to any mismatch arising out of the grodh of AIN on

silicon. Periodic trenches with pitch in the range of 100-200 rm were observed with increased RMS

(1.03 rm) and P-V(9.52 rm). However the RMSrOuglmeSS Ofthe present AIN on silicon is less than

one reported for AIN on sapphire (RMS
-

1.4 rm) [39]which implies that the morphology ofAIN is

improved in the present grodh. The inclusion of 2 nm i-AIN cap layer increases the sheet carrier
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density as high as 1.37 x 1013cm-2, with a mobility reduction to 1032 cm2Ns. II is the characteristic

of semiconductor heterostructures that increase in the sheet carrier concentration is accompanied by

a decrease in
mobility due to increased interface-rouglmess scattering.

The two dimensional electron

gas (2DEG) carrier concentration

(ND-2DEG) VS depth profile (see Fig. 2. 13)

measured using C-V also confirms that

polarized 2DEG

increased for

MIS-HEMTs. For

carrier density is

AIN/AIGaN/GaN

an AIGaN/GaN

HEMT in the absence of a gate insulator,

large amount of surface states are

present to trap electrons near the surface

jt

･E
1019

0

i 1018

O

Eho17
～

a

Z 1016

20 40 60 80 1 00

Depth (nm)

Fig. 2.13. 2DEG carrier concentration vs depth prorLIe from

c-v. Inset shows the position of 2DEG chnnil shifted

towards the AIGaN/GaN interface for ALN MIS-HEMTs.

which tend to partially deplete the chaJmel and reduce the 2DEG density. But in the case of

MIS-HEMT, the number of surface states is greatly reduced leading to high chaJmel camier density.

This is due to an increased polarization effect because of the presence of a highly insulating AIN

between the Schottky and AIGaN/GaN 2DEG channel. Though there is an additional 2 r- AIN

layer, the 2DEG channel is formed at low depth (20 nm)
for the MIS-HEMT than the HEMT (22

rm).
This shows that the chamel is shiRed close to the interface of AIGaN/GaN heterostructure due

to increased 2DEG density (ND-2,EG -1.6 x 1020 cm-3). Antoszewksi et al.,[40]
have reported that

for AIGaN/GaN heterostructures with high ns, the mobility decreases
with

increasing ns due to

increased interface rouglmess scattering as a result of 2DEG shining towards the AIGaN/GaN

interface. Thus we interpret that the increased carrier concentration as the factor which shifts the

2DEG position close towards the AIGaN/GaN interface. The inset of Fig. 2. 13 shows schematically
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the shift of 2DEG position towards the interface. This would also mean that the Schottky-channel

separation is shortened.

In general the increase in the sheet carrier concentration (ns) and the polarized 2DEG

carrier density (ND-2DEG) for the AIN/AIGaN/GaN MIS-HEMTs is attributed to (i)reduction of the

inte,face states that usually t,ap th;electr.ns and (ii)the p,esence.f high band gap AIN cap layer

enhancing the potential barrier between the gate and the active layers.

Fr.m flgure 2.14(a) it is clear the,e is a dec,ease in
themaximum

d,ain current density (IDS

max)
observed for AIN based MIS-HEMTs, irrespective of the increase in the 2DEG density. The

reduction in the IDSmax is believed to be due the poor surface morphology of the 2 nm AIN fllm

grown on silicon. Further the shortening of the gate-charmel separation brings the 2DEG channel

close to the interface where the interface scattering is dominant resulting in mobility reduction.

Therefore we observed a reduced IDS
max

for AIN MIS-HEMTs, but the IDS
max reported for our

device (361 mA/mm) is the highest observed for any AIN cap layered AIGaN/GaN MIS-HEMT on

silicon.

The maximum transconductance (gm
max)

of the MIS-HEMTs are higher (152 mS/mm) than

AIGaN/GaN HEMTs (134 mS/mm)
as shown in Fig. 2.14(b). The intrinsic transconductance

calculated theoretically using the source resistance (Rs) were 439 mS/mm and 390 mS/mm for

MIS-HEMTs and HEMTs respectively. The AIN based MIS-HEMTs also show increased gate

voltage swing (-2V to 5V) which is characteristic of a MISFET. Due to the presence of an

additional 2 rm AIN layer, there should be an increase in the gate-2DEG channel separation which

usually degrades the transconductance as we have reported.8 However in this case, the maximum

transconductance of AIN/AIGaN/GaN MIS-HEMT rather increased despite an increase in total

spacer layer thickness. This is because of the shift in the 2DEG position towards the AIGaN/GaN

interface for increased carrier concentration profiles [40].Therefore this shiR in the 2DEG position
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towards the interface brings the 2DEG electrons close to the Schottky under increased innuence of

the gate bias ultimately resulting in increased transconductance for AIN based MIS-HEMTs.

Though the AIGaN/GaN HEMTs show a maximum drain current density (IDSmax)Of 541 mA/mm,

the IDSmax decreases under pulsed bias conditions leading to current collapse. A pulsed
bias of 1 ps

duration with 50% duty cycle is applied while measuring I-V measurements [31].The AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs show severe current collapse when compared to AIN/AIGaN/GaN MIS-HEMTs as it can

be seen from Fig. 2.14(c).This is the behavior observed by many [41,42]that signiflCant Current

collapse exists for AIGaN/GaN HEMTs in the absence of an insulating passivation layer at the

Schottky. This indicates that for AIN based MIS-HEMTs, a thin insulating passivation layer of AIN

between the source, drain and gate contacts

suppresses the effect of surface traps thereby

eliminating one of the cause for current

collapse.

The two terminal gate leakage

measurements in Fig. 2.15(a) show that a thin

2 nm AIN passivation decreases the gate

leakage by two orders of magnitude. This

indicates that the AIN gate insulator is

effective in suppres?ing not only the gate

leakage current but also in enhancing the

forward turn-on voltage as shown in Fig. 2.15

(b).Therefore growing a high quality AIN as

the ate insulator will suppress the gate leakage

to a large extent and possibly shift the device
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threshold voltage to 0 V and achieve a

normally off type operation. The gate

leakage reduction due to the presence of thin

AIN insulator is accompanied by a high

breakdown voltage (Bf1. The BV

measurements done on 200 pm HEMTs with

identical gate-drain spacing (Led) are Shown

in the inset ofFig. 2.15 (a).The AIN based

MIS-HEMTs show breakdown over 230 V

A

E

E
<

E
L;

ED
-

-40 -30 -20 -10
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Vg. (V)
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E
E

5
E

T

a
-

Fig. 2.l5. (a) two terminal gate )eakage I-V

measu rements ; Inset : Reverse breakdown

meaSurements; (b) Forrward lg- Vgd Characteristics.

which is larger than the breakdown of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs. Thus in general any suppression of the

gate leakage by inserting an insulator at the Schottky of the AIGaN/GaN HEMTs will improve the

device breakdown as reported in literature [8].
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Chapter 3

Breakdown Studies on AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on Si

High breakdown field of GaN (Ec F$ 3 MV/cm) which is approximately 3 times greater

than Si or GaAs makes it attractive for high power device applications. AIGaN/GaN high electron

mobility transistors (HEMT) have a highjigure of merit (FOM) BV2/ Ron, [1]owing to much lower

on-state resistance (R.n) and higher breakdown volt (BTl because of higher sheet carrier density, ns

in the two dimensional electron gas. The substrates widely used for AIGaN/GaN HEMTs are Sic,

sapphire and silicon. Among these, Si is emerging as the most suitable choice for

commercialization
due its low cost and large size availability. Though higher lattice and thermal

mismatches of Si generates a large number of dislocation and cracks, AIGaN/GaN HEMT devices

on si have shown attractive device performance for high-power applications.

several device improvements have been developed to achieve a high BV AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs. These include a field plate inclusion at gate and increase in gate-drain
length (Lgd).

Experimental results for standard HEMT structures show a large electric
field peak at the drain side

edge of the gate electrode. This peak field leads to premature breakdown of the device and can be

reduced by using a field plate teclmology. A high breakdown of 1900 V was achieved using a slant

field plate [2].In the case of increased Lgd the increase in BV was accompanied by drain current

(IDmax)degradation. A record high breakdown of 1580 V was obtained for devices with large Lgd Of

16 pm, however with a decreased IDmax [3].In all these approaches though a high BVwas achieved;

they are accompanied by their own demerits.

Therefore, it is our objective
to attempt for BV enhancement without using a field plate or

large Lgd distance. This was investigated by improving the quality of GaN growth and strengthening

the buffer. The breakdown mechanism
is also affected by

ex;ess
leakage through i-GaN due to
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imperfections and dislocation density (DD) in growth. As these DD are high for GaN on Si due to

large lattice mismatch, it is necessary to decrease the DD b), improving the buffer between GaN and

Si. Further the buffer layer and the Si junction should be strong enough
to

enl1anCe the breakdown

[4].

3.I. MOCVD growth of thick A)GaN/GaN HEMTs

ln this section. the growth of crack free thick AIGaN/GaN IiEMT epi-layer up to a total

thickJleSS (TTol)Of 9 Ltm using 2 LLm i-GaN and 7 Ltm Super lattice structured (SLS) buffer on silicon

and its breakdown property will be discussed. Our SLS buffer scheme consists multi pairs ofGaN /

AIN (20 / 5
nm).

BV measurements carried on HEMTs fabricated from these eps-layer showed an

enl1anCement in BV as the total thichess of the epi-layer is increased. The dependence of BV with

regard
to GaN thickJleSS (TGaN) and buHer layer thickness (TIM) are Studied and their limitations are

presented.

Figure 3.1 shows the photograph of crack

free 9 pm TTot grown ePi-layer on 4 inch silicon wafer.

All the HEMT structures reported here were grown

on 4 inch p-silicon substrate (resistivityof 1-3 0 cm)

by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition

(MOCVD). The epi-layer includes nucleation layers

of 100 rm i-AIN / 40 nm i-Alo_3Gao.7N common for

all the hetero-structures. Then in order to understaJld

A I.
.i!

? tO I

Fig. 3.I. Photograph of the 4 inch wafer with

9 pn (otal thick eI)i-Layer irlC)udir)g a 7 pm

buffer and 2 LLm i-GaN on silicon.

the role and influence of buffer on device breakdc.w1, multi pairs of GaN/AIN (20/5 nm)
buffers

varying from thickness 0.5 to 8.0 urn were grown, Here it should be noted that increasing the TBuf

facilitated the growth of thick GaN (beyond 1
Llm)

On Si. For buffers exceeding TBur Of 5 Llm,

growth of thick GaN upto 2 Llm thickness was possible. Thus we could achieve a crack free
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epi-layers up to a total thickness of 9 pm. The bowing of the grown wafers increased with TT.tand

was 80 pm for 9 Llm TTot. For wafers with a TT.I Of 10 pm (2 pm GaN / 8 pm buffer),cracks were

found up to 15-20 rrm from the edge of the wafer.

The
quality of the MOCVD grown GaN was studied by calculating the screw component

(DD-Sc,ew)and edge component (DD-Edge)dislocation density from full width at half maximum

(FWHM) peaks of x-ray diffhction [5,6]measured using Philips X'Pert in the directions (0004)

and (10-10) respectively. Fig. 3.2(a) showed a decrease in the DD-Screw aS the total thickness

increased. Further from Fig. 3.2(b) it is understood that for same grodh conditions, GaN grown by

us throughout maintained a decrease in the

DD-Screw With increased TGaN. Appropriate thick

buffers up to 320 pairs ofSLS were used in order

to keep the DD-Screw below 2.0 x 109 cm-2. For

GaN grown on buffers exceeding 200 pairs, the

DD_Sc,ew is well below lx109 cm-2. This illustrates

that the quality of GaN grown is gradually

improved upon growing over thick buffer. Hence

we understand that thick buffer layers tend to

minimize the lattice mismatch between GaN and

Si so as to grow a GaN of increased thickness

and with less DD. Also the DD-Edge measured

0 2 4 6 8 loo 1 2

Totahhickness (pn) GaN thickness (p)

Fig. 3.2. Screw dislocation measured as a function of

(a) total thickJIeSS and (b) G&N thickness; Edge

dislocation measured as a function of (c) total

thickness at)d (d) GaN thickness

from FWHM (10-10) peaks for GaN up to 1.5 pm shows a decrease in DD-Edge With an increase in

TT.I and TGaN aS Shown in figures 3.2(c)and 3.2(d) respectively.

Van der-Pauw Hall measurements on all these samples showed a sheet Gamier

concentration of 1.1x1013 cm-2 and Hall mobility above 1100 cm2Ns. The grown samples were cut
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l5 x 15 mm for HEMT device fabrication as per the process details in our previous report [7].All

the devices were passivated with 100 nm electron beam evaporated SiO2 and the dimensions of the

devices are Wg / Lg - 15 Llm / 1.5 LLm. Excellent DC characteristics, including a complete pinch-off

(at-2.2 V) were observed for our HEMTs with IDmaK Of 625 mjVmm and transconductance (gmmaJ

of 190 mS/mm.

Three terminal off-BV measurements were camied out using Sony Tektronix 370A curve

tracer. The samples were immersed in an inert liquid Fluorinert (FC-40) to avoid any atmosphere

influence at the gate-drain area while BV measurement. The gate bias was maintained at a

sub-threshold voltage of -5.0
V with Si substrate

grounded. Our BV is defined as the drain-source voltage

at which a drain current of 1 mA/mm was observed. Lgd

which is very important for the breakdown phenomenon

was 3 Jm for all devices tested for BV as our primary

aim is to enhance the BV without increasing the Lgd.

Figure 3.3(a) shows the breakdown of HEMTs for TGaN

of 1 pm increasing with an increase in TT.( from 1.5 -

3.5 pm (i.e.,TBuffrOm 0.5-2.5
pm).

Thus a HEMT with

aBVof110 V for 1 pmthickGaN can increase to aBV

of 210 V if the buffer is strengthened by increasing its

thickness. This increased TBuf Offers a GaN with less DD,

low leakage through GaN thereby improving the BV.

This is found true for other devices with GaN thickness

of 1.5 Llm and 2.0 pm yielding the highest BVof403 V

for a heterostrucure of 9 pm total thickness without
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using field plate. In Fig. 3.3(b),the BVofthe devices were summarized with increase in TGaN. More

than one BV plots for a particular TGaN (0.5,1.0, 1.5 and 2.0
pm)

are the breakdown values for

devices in which GaN is grown on increased TBuf. Though the BV of GaN HEMTs increase with

increase in GaN thickness, however to push the breakdown of GaN beyond the limits achieved so

far, it is necessary to strengthen the buffer by increasing the TBuf, Which would
increase the

resistance of the i-GaN epi-layer [8].In Fig. 3b, the trend line Tl represents the lowest breakdown

achieved in this study for every thickness ofGaN. This Tl refers to breakdown of the GaN HEMTs

with a dependence on TGaN Which is a well known fact until now. However, by increasing the TBuf

for GaN of same thickness, the breakdown is improved upon to the trend line T2. Thus T2 line

refers to the TBuf dependence on breakdown of GaN HEMTs. This illustrates that, increasing the

total thickness of the epi-layers is important for improving the breakdown ofAIGaN/GaN HEMTs.

For devices exceeding a BV of 300 V they undergo premature breakdown which is due to

high field developed in the short Lgd Of 3 pm. Bum marks were found on these devices at the

. gate-drain region. Thus for a low Lgd (5;3pm), there is an upper limit in achieving a high

breakdown by increasing the TBuf. Our

breakdown volt of 403 V achieved for 2 pm

GaN/7 pm buffer is the highest for any

AIGaN/GaN HEMT on silicon substrate

reported for a short Lgd spacing of 3 pm without

using a field plate structure or gate insulator.

In order to study the BV across i-GaN,

we measured the BV between two isolation

pattern (10 pm gap) available in the same

HEMT mask as shown in Fig. 3.4. When the

A

>
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O
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O
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g
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voltage approaches breakdown, the leakage current increases rapidly and is therefore destructive for

the device. Thus in this measurement across i-GaN. BV refers to voltage at which the device fails

catastrophically. A steady increase in the BV with TBuf With a high BV of 1813 V was achieved

using 9 Llm thick epi-layer. Our results (l813 BVat 10 Llm gap) are better compared to lkeda et a1

[9] reporting a BV of 1.8 kV for i-GaN measured at an isolation of large 30 Llm gap. Hence our

effort to grow a GaN on thick buffer improved the GaN quality in addition to strengthening the

buffer for B V enl1anCement.

3.2. Study of Various Leakage Currents

The successfully grown crack free 9 LLm TLoL ePi-layer is shown in Fig.3.5(a).Excellent device

properties including an ]Dma< Of625 mA/mm and gmnat of 190 mS/mm were observed (Fig, 3.5 (b))

along with a 3TBVof403 V measured using Sony Tektronix Curve tracer 370A (Fig. 3.5(c)).Here it

is noted that 3TBVofHEMTs improved with an increase of Tbu(.

i
6Ln
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I
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I-i- I-5Lm

/iIyI1L.itSurL.d LLt,i1)8

Son. TeLdT1}nix

Cu T1-i. TmL.LY 37f1.1

0 loo 200 300 400

l'rh (V)

Fig. 3.5 (a) SEW image or tJle Successfully grown 9 pm thick AIGarWCaN HEMT; Inset sr[ows tr)e GaN/AlrV

SLS multiLayers; 3.5(b) Good pinch-off charaeteristies or the flEMT arld 3.5(c) Breakdown measurements

using Sony-Tektronix curve tracer.

Due to curve tracer limitations, it is difrlCult to
understand the path of leakage influencing the

breakdown. Hence for selected devices. we carried out the breakdown measurements using

Keithley pico-ammeters interfaced with a probe station as in Fig. 3.6. At a negative gate bias since

the charulel is closed. buffer and substrate are the paths available for leakage current, Keeping VTg@

-5
V, when VDS is increased. the leakage currents lbuf and 1,ub Were low compared to the gate leakage
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(Igate).For an AIGaN/GaN on Tbuf= 1.25 pm, when VDS

exceeds 100V, Ibuf and Isub began to increase, finally

undergoing a destructive breakdown at 130 V. Thus we

flnd that for Tbuf Of 1.25pm, suppressing the Isub leak

could not be extended to higher VDS beyond 100 V. For

the same I.0 pm i-GaN thickness on a TbufOf4.0 pm,

the suppression of Isub and Ibuf could be extended,

however the device undergoes a premature breakdown

because of the gate-drain region failing at 282 V (Fig.

3.7(b)). At 282 VDS, We Call this as a premature

Fig. 3.6. HEMT structures grown and the

experimental settlP used to study variotIS

leakage mechanism.

breakdown because of high field developed at the gate drain region giving rise to an extremely high

Igate. The less defective GaN and the increased resistance between the surface electrode and the

silicon substrate reduced the leakage to enhance the breakdown [2]in-spite of small Lsd.
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Fig. 3.7 (a&b). Three terminal breakdown shows tht by increasing the buffer

thickness I"b and lbuf Currents are reduced very tnuch.

To investigate the insulating nature of our i-GaN grown on various thick buffers, the top 100

I- including the AIGaN was etch removed thereby eliminating the 2DEG chaJme1. Fig. 8
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surrmarizes the breakdown of i-GaN across 10 pm olmic electrode increasing with the Tbuf. The

i-GaN grown on 1.25 pm buffer thickness reaches the breakdown limit at 144 V (Fig.3.8(a))due to

high Isub and lbui.When the thickness of buffer is increased to 4.0 pm, the breakdown increases to

722 V (Fig.3.8(b))because of the improved i-GaN growth resulting in high resistivity. Our highest

breakdown of 1813 V was observed for 2 LLm i-GaN on 7pm Tbuf. This is higher than previously

reported breakdown across a large Ohmic gap of30 pm [3].
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Fig. 3.8 (a&b). Breakdown measurements across 10 pm OhmL'C contact On i-GaN grown

on two different buffer thickness namely 1.25 pm and 4.0 pm.

For i-GaN on 1.25 Llm buffer the breakdown across i-GaN (144 V) and 3TBV(130 V) are similar as

in both cases the possible limit to suppress the leakage is reached. But on the other hand for i-GaN

on 4.0 pm buffer, there is a large difference as 3TBV(282 V) obtained is very low compared to BV

across i-GaN (722). This illustrates that by making a considerable increase in Lgd, a 1 pm GaN on 4

pm buffer could very well offer the BV beyond 700 V. It is therefore concluded that growing GaN

HEMTs on thick buffer improves the quality of epi-layers and offers a high resistance between

surface and substrate yielding a high breakdown.
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3.3. In-situ MOCVD grown 2 nm i-GaN cap

For HEMTs grown on thin buffer, as VDS increased there is a sudden increase in the leakage

current observed as shovm in Fig. 3.9(a).This we call a "two step breakdown" is due to large

dislocations driven low resistive i-GaN buffer. To achieve a truly insulating i-GaN, different

approaches were demonstrated like carbon doping [lO] and Fe doping [11]. This doping

compensation creates deep-level acceptors in the buffer which causes device instability especially

at high drain voltages [12].Therefore our approach is based on growing high resistive i-GaN with

less dislocations made possible by using a thick buffer. The BVoFF measured for the HEMT grown

on thick buffer is shown in Fig. 3.9(b) in which the two-step breakdown was not observed. Thus

same hetero-structure when grown on thick buffer offers a good improvement in the breakdown.

10-6
0 100 200 300 400

VDS (V)
0 100 200 300 400 500

VDS (V)

Fig. 3.9 (a) two step breakdown observed for a HEMT grown on Si using thin buffer; (b) HEMT grown

using thick buffer offers a high resistive GaN which eliminates the two-step breakdown.

As our devices have the Schottky contact at the gate terminal, the Ig is high and dominant when

compared to Isub and Ibuf.An insulating layer at the gate is the solution for reducing the Igwhich in

tum improves the breakdown [13]. As the Nitride semiconductors lack a native oxide, the use of

ex-situ grown insulators like SiO2, Al203 etC., leads to large interface density of affecting
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the device performance. Therefore, to grow a in-situ i-GaN of 2 rm thin layer on top of the

AIGaN which certainly lowers the lg. The breakdown for devices with 2 rm i-GaN has

considerably low Ig which extends the drain bias application to higher voltage as shown in Fig. 3. 10.

A high breakdown of 432 V was achieved for i-GaN capped AIGaN/GaN HEMTs. AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs with a combination of thick buffer and i-GaN cap layer enhances the BVToFF aS they

contribute to lowering the leakage currents through buffer, substrate and gate respectively. Further,

the in-situ grown i-GaN cap layer does not create any interface defect states as observed by other

ex-situ grown insulators.

In Fig.3.1l, a comparison between the BVoFF and breakdown i-GaN measured across 10 pm

olmic contact were presented. Thus the BVoFF Of 2 pm thick HEMT with and without 2 rm

i-GaN caplayer fltS Very Well with the measured experimental breakdown values. For i-GaN on

1.25 pm buffer the breakdown across i-GaN (144 V) and 3TBV (l30 V) are nearly similar as in

both cases the possible limit to suppress the buffer and substrate leakage is reached. But on the

other hand for i-GaN on 4.0 Llm buffer, there is a large difference as 3TBV (282 V) obtained is very

low compared to BV across i-GaN (722). This shows that there is still a possibility to increase the
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BVoFF by controlling the dominant gate leakage currents or by making a small increase in Lsd. It is

therefore concluded that growing GaN HEMTs on thick buffer improves the quality of epi-layers

and offers a high resistance between surface and substrate yielding a high breakdown.
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Fig. 3.l1. Comprison of 3-terminal oEr-I)reakdown observed and the corresponding breakdown

across lO pm Ohmic contact on i-GaN.
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The RoN Of our devices vs breakdown voltage is shown in Fig. 3.l2 and it is compared with
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other leading groups working on the breakdown of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs. Thus for our MOCVD

grown AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on thick buffer, we observed a high figure-of-merit (BV2/RoN) Of 5.4 x

108 v2Erlcm-2.
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Chapter 4

Challenges before GaN on Si

The growth of AIGaN/GaN high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) on silicon

substrate is attractive because of its low cost and large size availability. However the growth on

silicon is hampered by large lattice mismatch and a difference in thermal expansion coefficients

between GaN and silicon. In order to obtain high-crystalline quality of GaN on silicon, buffer

layers are essential to reduce the dislocation density and improve the GaN crystal quality. Buffer

layers with various thicknesses were grown which improved the breakdown of the AIGaN/GaN

HEMTs [1].Increasing the buffer thickness greatly improved the quality of i-GaN with reduced

dislocation density [2].Both screw and edge dislocation components of i-GaN decrease as they

were grown on increased buffer thickness.

An important issue before the growth of AIGaN/GaN hetero-structures is appearance of pits on

surface of the growth completed wafer. The nature of these deep pits and their impact on the device

properties needs further investigation as they are detrimental to device performance. Earlier, the

formation of deep pits and their relation to edge dislocation density were reported,[3]
but no report

is available regarding the deep pits and their influence on the device properties. It is the objectiveof

this letter to highlight how the AIGaN/GaN hetero-structures with deep pits will affect the device

breakdown. We have made an analysis on the three terminal off-breakdown of HEMTs by

measuring the leakage currents through gate, buffer and substrate. This report helps to understand

not only the defects of HEMT epi-layers with deep pits, but also highlights the need to grow a

completely pit free epi-layers for high power device applications.

Figure 4.l shows the hetero-structure of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on silicon grown by

Taiyo-Nippon Sanso (SR4000) horizontal metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD)
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system. The HEMTs were grown on super-lattice structured buffer ofa thickness of 1
,25

Llm. Even

with same buffer scheme and total epi-layer thickness. pits with various densities were observed for

different wafers grown in our center, The observed pits are

of two kinds by size namely shallow and deep, Shallow pits

are quite normal and cannot be observed by an ordinary

microscope, These shallow pits can be viewed only through

atomic force microscopy (AFM) as shown in Fig. 4.2(a).

On the other handAeep pits of hexagonal pyramid shape

are bigger in size and are easily visible even through a

regular microscope as it can be seen from the Nomarski
Fig.4.1. ^JGaN/GaTV flEMT structures

grown
by MOCVD

microscopic image in Fig. 4L2(b), The hexagonal pyramid shaped pits which reflect crystal

symmetry of GaN were observed after grovuh without any etching treatment. Therefore these pits

observed are different from etch pits in which the semiconductor surface is intentionally treated

with an etchant to view the pits undemeath the top layer.
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The deep pits of hexagonal/polygonal pyramid shape (Fig. 4.3). bigger in size and are easily

visible even through a regular microscope. me hexagonal pyramid shaped pits which renect crystal

symmetry ofGaN were observed after growth without any etching treatment.

Fig. 4.3. SEM view of hexagonal shaped
deep pits on the Surface of AIGaN/GaTV HEMT on Si

grown by MOCV1).

4.1. Imf)tlenCe Of Pits on the device breakdown

ln order to study the implications of these pits. 100 nLn SiO2 PaSSivated HEMTs were processed.

The HEMT process details can be found in our previous report [4]. The dimensions of the

processed I-IEMTs were Wg/Lg/Lsd
=

15 Llm / 1.5 LLm / 3.0 LLm. All devices had a good IDS-VDS

characteristics with a complete pinch-off at
-2.5

V. Finally, the devices were tested for 3

terminal-off breakdown (3TBFl using Keithley pico-ammeters interfaced with a probe station [5] as

described in chapter-3 in Fig. 3.6. The gate terminal is kept at a constant bias of-5.0 V we]1 below

the device threshold voltage. The breakdown voltage
was applied at the drain terminal and various

leakage currents were measured. At a gate bias of -5.0
V, since the channel is closed, buffer and

substrate are the paths available for the leakage currents flow in addition to the gate leakage.

Therefore drain leakage current (IDrain)COmPrises leakage currents through gate (IGate).buffer (IBuf)

and substrate (1sub).

Figure 4,4(a) shows that a HEMT with only shauow pits and almost no deep pit has a
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breakdown around 325 V accompanied by a burn mark on the device surface. A low leakage

through buffer (IBuf)and substrate (Isub)Was Observed until breakdown at 325 V. However, the high

gate leakage is understood as our devices have a Schottky contact and this gate leakage can be

lowered by using a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) or metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)

structure at the gate terminal. But when deep pits are present, for example with a deep pit density of

2.5x103 cm-2 there is an additional leakage observed through buffer and substrate finally triggering

a pre-matured breakdown at 246 V as shown in Fig. 4.4(b).For still higher density of deep pits

(3x104 cm-2) there is an enormous increase in substrate leakage thereby limiting the breakdown to
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Fig. 4.4. (a) Three terminal-off breakdown of the HEMT which has only shallow pits (b) low density of

deep pi'tsand (c)high density of deep pits.

130 V [Fig.4.4(c)].All the devices present in a single wafer with deep pits showed a very low

breakdown irrespective of the presence of deep pits at the gate-drain?rea. Thus we find that

presence of only shallow pits does not affect the device breakdown whereas the presence of few or

more deep pits degrade the breakdown property due to high leakage through buffer and substrate.

The intention of growing a thick epi-layer HEMT is to increase the breakdown so as to find its

application as a high power device. But on the contrary here we find that occurrence of deep pits

very much affect the device breakdown as can be seen from the summary illustrated in Fig. 4.5. As

the d6nsity of deep pits increase, the breakdown steadily decrease and reaching a lowest breakdown
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of48 V for devices with maximum densitv ordeep pits. Further. no burn mark was found on these

devices as they undergo a breakdown in the buffer/Sj junction.

In order to find the reason for high

substrate leakage on devices with deep pits.

cross sectional images using transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) were performed.

The TEM image was recorded for our sample

having the maximum deep pit density (7,5x1 0-i

cmJ2) in which the AIGaN/GaN

hetero-structure was grown over a 4-Lim-thick

btlffer. For TEM measurement 4 Llm thick
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Fig.4.5. Sunlmar). 0( three termjrLal-off breakdown of

the HEMTs
wi(h various

derLSities ordeep pits.

buffer was used for the reasons namely; to find the nature and depth of these deep pits. and also to

check whether thick buffer has any control over the deep pits. The TEM image as in Fig. 4.6(a)

showed a hexagonal V-shaped pit originating down from the substrate and running throughout the

epi-layer. ln Fig. 4.6(b), the SEM view of corresponding AIN/Si junction shows an etch pit

observed on the Si substrate.

I
: f3?ii*T3!f

()..5 um

Silicon

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.6. (a) TEN view ordeep pits originating from Si substrate arld terminate at trle Surface as

deep I)its. (b) SEW view oretch J)i( observed at the AIN/Si junction.
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In-spite of using 100 r- AIN to prevent Ga (in40 nm AIGaN) etching the Si substrate at a high

grodh temperature, the Si substrate undergo this unexpected etching, These etch pits originating at

the silicon substrate run throughout the epi-layers up to the surface causing deep surface pits. And

even using a thick buffer layer caJmOt Stop the deep pits reaching the AIGaN surface layer. The

prevention and control of deep pits largely depend on the condition of the MOCVD grodh

chamber. Thus we conclude that deep pits found on surface originate from the substrate and behave

like micro-pipes for high lsub leakage now. During breakdown measurements, due to high VDS these

micro-pipes tend to act as a trapping path for the flow of high leakage current through buffer and

substrate. Though we could understand the innuence of pits on excess leakage through buffer and

substrate, we also find a considerable increase in gate leakage current. According to Bang et al.[6]

AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on Sic having similar deep pits yielded high gate leakage (IGate).This is

because of high density of the ttmeling path due to defect levels caused by poor crystalline quality

around the pits or lowering of Schottky bamier due to high density of free carriers. Thus we find for

devices with deep pits, there is an overall degradation of the breakdown property caused by excess

leakage currents namely IGate, IBuf, and Isub. This limits the breakdown of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs

in-spite of strengthening the buffer/Si junctionwith increased buffer thickness.

We have made a study on AIGaN/GaN HEMTs grown on Si with deep hexagonal pyramid

shaped pits on the surface and their impact on the breakdown characteristics. Presence of shallow

pits alone does not affect the device breakdown. But devices with deep pits have their pits

originating from the Si substrate providing a path for high buffer and substrate leakage currents

which limits the device breakdown. In-spite, of using thick buffer layers, the deep pits reach the

AIGaN surface layer from substrate. For high power device applications, thick epi-layers are

preferred which are completely free from deep pits in order to find its application for high power

device applications.
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4.2. Influence of Pits on the device characteristics

AIGaN/GaN IIEMTs are attractive for high-power switching device applications. Among

the available substrates (Sic, Sapphire and Si) Si is the most suitable choice for epitaxial growth

due to its large size availability and low cost. The advantage with Si is that itoffers grou4h on large

diameter substrate up to a size of 200 mm. which is not possible using either Sic or sapphire.

However, the limiting factor for the growth of GaN on Si is the large lattice and thermal

mismatches which lead to large density of dislocations resulting in wafer bowing and cracking.

Apart from these common issues before GaN growth
on Si, another important issue which

needs investigation is the presence of hexagonal shaped deep-pits on the surface of the growth

completed wafer. ln the previous section we reported the nature of these pits and their impact on the

three terminal-OFF breakdown (BVToFF) [7], These pits originate from the Si substrate and
are

present until the top AlGaN surface layer irrespective of using buffers of various thickness. It is

difficult to grow pit-free structures on Si as the best grown

wafers still have few deep-pits. Some of the grown wafers

have very
low density of deep pits and if HEMTs are

fabricated on such wafers, the pits are found either within or

outside the device active region (between source and drain)

as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. It is therefore necessary to study the

detrimental effect of these pits on the device charactehstics

with relevant to their distance from the active region. In other

I &t(.'.

Fig. 4.7. A HEMT device arLd the

nearby deep-pit.

way, we have to investigate the influential area of these pits that interferes with normal device

operation of a HEMT. 1denti&ingthis innuential region is important for avoiding the same during

device fabrication to demonstrate ideal power and reliability characteristics, Therefore. in the

current study, we selected samples which have low pit density (830 cm-2) and investigated the

innuence of these pits on the llEMT characteristics like IDSmax. Vd. and BVToFF With respect to
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distance from the active region of a IIEMT. Further. these electrical characteristics
were compared

with optical measurements namelv cathodoluminescene (CL) and Rarnan spectra measured at

various distance from a deep-pit. Analyzing electrical and optical characteristics of deep-pits

revealed more about its nature and the significant region around a pit affected by high dislocations

and increased strain.

AIGaN/GaN HEMT heterostructures were grown using Taiyo-Nippon Sanso SR4000

horizontal MOCVD reactor, The current HEMT epi-layers were grouTl On 4-inch Si starting with

loo nm AIN followed by 40 run AIGaN. 4.0 LLm thick super-)attice structure (SLS) buffer, 1 pm

i-GaN and final 25 nm

top AID,26Gao_74N layerL

The density of deep-pits

on these structures were

calculated as 830 cm

using Nomarsk i

microscope image. In

figure 4,8, the

cross-sectional
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Fig. 4.8. (a) Cross seetiona] Transmission EIeetron Microscope image or

^lGaN/GaN grown on Si substrate; (b) magrtirLed vjeyy of tJle SLS buf'fer a(

v-srlaPed defect; (el origin of the T)it from Si substrate.

transmission electron

microscope image shows pit size of I.5 Llm
diameter originating from the Si substrate. The

v-shaped defect present throughout the grown epi-layer starting from Si until the surface layer as it

can be seen from figure 4.8(a).A more clear view ofSLS buffer at v-shaped
defect is shown in Fig.

4.8(b).These pits originate from the Si substrate
as shown in Fig. 4.8(c).

HEMT devices passivated with 100 nm SiO2 Were fabricated with dimensions of gate

width (Wg)
-

15 LLm. gate length (IJg)
- 1L5 LLm and gate-drain length (Lsd)

- 4 LLrn. The process
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details of the HEMT fabrication are similar to our earlier report [8]. The dc current-voltage

(IDS-VDS) Characteristics of the HEMTs

parameter analyzer. Since the pit density

is low (< 830 cm-2) only one or two pits

were present in the vicinityof the device

region. A number of devices were

carefully chosen in two categories

namely (i)devices which had pit within

the source-drain active region and (ii)

devices which had pits outside active

region. In both cases, nearest distance

(4) of the gate finger was calculated

from a pit. All these HEMTs showed

were measured using Agilent 4156 semiconductor

?500
a

i
-

S

J!450

0 50 100 150 200

Distance between pit and gate finger, d (pm)

Fig. 4.9. IDSmAl (SOlid circle)and
VIh (OPen Circle) measured

for HEMTS having pits at various distance (a) from the

gate terminal.

good pinch-off characteristics irrespective of the position of pit. However, there was a difference in

the IDSmax Observed with regard to the position of these pits from active region. Figure 4.9

summarizes the IDSmH Observed for HEMTs with respect to pit at a distance. The HEMTs showed

better IDSmax When pits are beyond 50 pm away from the device active region. However, 19 %

reduction in IDSmax Was Observed when a pit is found within the active region as shown in figure 2.

Further, this reduction in the IDSmax Were accompanied by a shift in the threshold voltage. HEMTs

which had pit far away (d > 50
pm) underwent complete pinch-off at -2.2

V, where as HEMTs

which had pit near active region (d < 10
pm) showed a positive shift in Vth Causing an early

pinch-off at
-1.8

V. This positive shift in nth for HEMTs having pit within or near the active region

signifies that dislocation densities are high around the region of a pit. Because it is known that

dislocations in III-V nitride heterostructures can produce acceptor-like trap states [9,10]which
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become negatively charged [11]. Therefore, for HEMTs located near the pit, high dislocations

around the pit act as trapping centers for electrons in the 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)

chaJmel. This results in partial depletion of 2DEG at the AIGaN/GaN interface causing a low IDSmn

and a positive nth shift.

The three terminal-OFF

breakdown measured on these devices

remain unaffected when these pits are 50

pm away from the active region. A drastic

50% reduction in the breakdown with high

buffer and substrate leakage was observed

when pits are found within the active

region as summarized in figure 4.10. We

reported that growing a thick buffer for the

growth of GaN on Si restricts the buffer
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Fig. 4.lO. Three-terminal OFF-breakdown (BVoFF)

measured for HEMTs hving pits at various distance (a)
from the gate terminal; BVoFF defined as VDS at Which a

leabge of 1 mA/mm was observed.

and substrate leakage causing a high

breakdown.6 However, in these samples with deep-pits, in-spite of using a 4 pm thick buffer, the

presence of deep-pits causes high buffer and substrate leakage thus deteriorating the breakdown to a

large extent. Therefore, the position of these deep-pits found to affect the device performances

especially when they are within a short range (d < 50 pm)
from the active region. Hence, it is

necessary to further study the quality of the GaN around 50 pm radius of a deep-pit for further

understanding.

In order to investigate the region around pits, CL was measured in a Hitachi SU-70

scanning electron microscope (SEM) using an Oxford instruments MonoCL4 system. After

confirming the position of a pit with the help of SEM, CL was measured at various distance from
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the pit. The normalized CL spectra as in figure 4 shows the band edge emission (IEdge)at 364 nm

corresponding to GaN band gap (3.4 eV). At wavelengths around 550 nm, yellow luminescence

(Iyel)With varying peak intensity

was observed for intensity

measured at various distance

from the pit. The intensity of

yellow band emission depends on

the growth conditions [l2] and

renects the quality, un-intentional

doping of the GaN grown, A

highest lye] was observed for CL

measured at the pit and it

gradually became weak as the
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Fig. 4.1l. CathodolumirLeSCenCe measured for an AIGaN/GaN

eps-layer having pit. The CL was recorded by focusing the beam spot

at various distances from a pit. Inset: fnterLSity ratio (Iye[/ledge)

decreased as CL was measured a( a farther distance from a deep-pit,

and a CL image captured arot]nd a deeT)-Pit marked by a eire]e.

beam spot moved away from the pit. The relative intensity ratio (Iye]/IEdge)aS in the inset of figure

4.1 1 shows a decrease in intensity ratio with increase in the distance from the pit. For CL measured

at distances beyond 50 Ltm from the pit. there is not much change in the intensity ratio. This

illustrates that yellow luminescence is high for
regionswithin

50 Llm Of the deep-pits signifying a

larger dislocation density for regions around deep-pits. The inset of Fig. 4.ll shows a CL image

captured around
a deep-pit.

In order to study the stress created by deep-pits. we performed micro-Raman measurements

in E2 Raman mode which is known to be shined by stress alone [l3].To start with, E2 Raman

spectra was measured
on GaN substrate (shift at 567.6 cmLL), which is considered as the reference

(dashed line in Fig. 4. 12) for unstressed GaN films. Then for samples with deep-pits. micro-Raman
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measurements were measured starting at the pit and at various distance from the pit. Before

measurement itwas confirmed that no other pits were present in the neighboring vicinity of 300 pm

radius of the pit chosen for investigation. The Raman shift peak position measured at various

distance from the pit are shown in Fig. 4.12. Comparing with the peak position for unstressed GaN

fllms, the E2 mode observed for our GaN on Si substrate confirms the presence oftensile stress [14].

It is well known that the type of stress observed for GaN grown on Si and sapphire is tensile and

compressive respectively. From figure 4. 12, it is concluded that there is an additional tensile stress

for regions within the 40 pm

range of a deep-pit. However,

as we move away from the pit

(beyond 40 pm), the Raman

shiR peak position remained

constant without any additional

change in tensile stress. This

further confirms that regions

beyond 50 pm from a deep-pit

do not pose any detrimental

effects on the device
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cd

a

Fig. 4.12. E2 Raman shift measured at various distance from a pit.

The E2 Raman shift peak position for a GaN substrate is identified

with a dashed line.

performance.

As a summary, we have made an in-depth study on the regions around deep-pits and their

limitations on the performance of MOCVD grown AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on Si substrate. It is

concluded that for regions within 50 pm distance of deep-pits, there is a degradation observed in

device performance. If the active region of the HEMTs are within the 50 pm distance from a

deep-pit, then it leads to 19% decrease in the IDSmax and positive shift in the Vth Signifying an early
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pinch-off. The early pinch-off for devices within the 50 pm distance of deep-pit confirms the

presence of high dislocations causing dislocation scattering. These high dislocations cause 50%

decrease in BVoFF due to large buffer and substrate leakage current. Further, the 50 pm radius

defective region around the pits were confirmed
by CL and Raman shift measurements. Therefore,

for AIGaN/GaN epi-layers grown on Si having a low density of deep-pits on the surface, the pits

does not impede the normal performance of the HEMTs if the source/drain active region is located

far away at a distance of 50 pm from the deep-pits.
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Chapter 5

Summary of Results

MOCVD grown AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on 4-inch Si substrate were studied for enhancing

the drain current density and breakdown. Al203 based thin gate dielectrics were used to control the

gate leakage and increase the positive gate biasing. Thick AIGaN/GaN HEMT epi-layers were

grown to control buffer and substrate leakage currents and offer high breakdown. The challenges

before the GaN on Si were studied in detail.The following are the summary of the results discussed

in this report:

[1]. The effect of thin 3 rm Al layer deposition prior to the gate metal (Pd/Ti/Au) was studied

and found that the Al layer oxidized into an
oiide

layer of 3.75 nm thickness. Due to the

oxide formation, there is an increase in (i)drain current density and (ii)density of electrons

at the 2DEG cha-el. The oxide formation was confirmed by AES and identified as A1203

by XPS spectra. A systematic study of oxidizing Al into high quality Al203 Should be fidher

explored for providing an ideal gate insulator and passivation for high power device

requirements.

[2]. The device characteristics of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs, MOS-HEMTs grown on Silicon were

studied using plasma oxidized Aluminum at the Schottky contact. The Al based

MOS-HEMTs are reported to enhance the drain current density (1086 mA/mm) with a

possible application of gate bias as high as +3.5 V. On the other hand plasma treated

MOS-HEMTs have reduced drain current density due to plasma damage during 02 Plasma

oxidation leading to a high interface state density in the A1203/AIGaN interface. The

inclusion of a thin oxide layer, or plasma oxidized Al reduces the gate leakage current by an

order. This is due to the removal or absorption of oxide interface states present at the AIGaN
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cap layer by thin Al metal which forms aluminum based oxide (A1203). The use of thin

Al203 aS the gate dielectric is recommended for AIGaN/GaN based MOS-HEMTs with a

possible high gate voltage operation.

[3]. AIN cap layered MIS-HEMTs on 4 in. silicon with good device properties were studied. The

MOCVD grown AIN morphology was improved with RMS rOuglmeSS Of 1.03 rm. However

this is the best morphology reported so far for any thin AIN grown as cap -layer over

AIGaN/GaN HEMT on silicon. For AIN MIS-HEMT the increase in the sheet carrier

density was observed to shift the 2DEG chamel towards the AIGaN/GaN interface thereby

increasing the transconductance. The decrease in IDSmaJor MIS-HEMTs is due to surface

rouglmess arising out of lattice mismatch at the top AIN insulating layer. The fabricated

AIN/AIGaN/GaN MIS-HEMTs show reduced current collapse with two orders of

magmitude less gate leakage and high breakdown.

[4]. Without using a field plate, a high breakdown was demonstrated successfully for

AIGaN/GaN HEMTs. A high breakdown of 403 V for AIGaN/GaN HEMTs with a Lgd Of 3

pm and a breakdown of 1813 V for i-GaN were achieved. These results indicate a method to

enhance the breakdown ofAIGaN/GaN HEMTs without using field plate structure.

[5]. Based on the experimental results, the following points are noteworthy to enhance the

breakdown of AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on Si substrate: (a) Growing thick wide band gap

material increases the resistance between the surface electrode and the silicon wafer to

improve the breakdown, (b) Increasing the TBuf will improve the quality of GaN grodh on

Si thereby reducing the DD Which in tum increases the breakdown, (c)However for devices

with very small Lgd (- 3 pm) there is an upper limit to this type of breakdown enhancement

by increased TBuf aS they undergo premature breakdown due to high fleld developed at the

gate-drain region. This breakdown could be improved further by increasing the Lgd Without
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compromising on the device properties like IDmaK and g.nmax. Further detailed study is needed

to understand the relation between the dislocation density and breakdown enhancement.

[6]. AIGaN/GaN HEMTs grown on Si with deep hexagonal pyramid shaped pits on the surface

pose a challenge for these devices. The deep-pits and their impact on the breakdown

characteristics were studied. Presence of shallow pits alone does not affect the device

breakdown. But devices with deep pits have their pits originating from the Si substrate

providing a path for high buffer and substrate leakage currents which limits the device

breakdown. In-spite, of using thick buffer layers, the deep pits reach the AIGaN surface

layer from substrate. For high power device applications, thick epi-layers are preferred

which are completely free from deep pits in order to find its application for high power

device applications.

[7]. An in-depth study on the regions around deep-pits and their limitations on the device

characteristics of MOCVD grown AIGaN/GaN HEMTs on Si substrate were studied. It is

concluded that for regions within 50 pm distance of deep-pits, there is a degradation

observed in device performance. If the active region of the HEMTs are within the 50 pm

distance from a deep-pit, then it leads to 19% decrease in the IDSmaK and positive shiR in the

VTthsignifyingan early pinch-off. The early pinch-off for devices within the 50 LLm distance

of deep-pit confirms the presence of high dislocations causing dislocation scattering. These

high dislocations cause 50% decrease in BVoFF due to large buffer and substrate leakage

current. Further, the 50 pm radius defective region around the pits were confirmed by CL

and Raman shift measurements. Therefore, for AIGaN/GaN epi-layers grown on Si having a

low density of deep-pits on the surface, the pits does not impede the normal performance of

the HEMTs if the source/drain active region is located far away at a distance of 50 pm from

the deep-pits.
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